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Reasoning Mega Quiz for SSC CGL (Solutions) 
 

S1. Ans.(a) 

S2. Ans.(a) 

S3. Ans.(b) 

S4. Ans.(d) 

S5. Ans.(d) 

S6. Ans.(a) 

S7. Ans.(c) 

S8. Ans.(b) 

 

S9. Ans.(c) 

Sol.  

 
 

S10. Ans.(a) 

Sol.  

 
 

S11. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Second evaluates and comments on the first. 

 

S12. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Recordings of the second are visualized on the first. 

 

S13. Ans.(c) 

Sol. The words in each pair are synonyms of each other. 

 

S14. Ans.(b) 

Sol.  
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S15. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Here, letters are coded by skipping letters in alphabetical order, I.e.., M = N (no skipping) I = (j) K 

(letters in the bracket are one\'s skipped)L = (mn) OD = (efg) H The skipping pattern is -1, -2 and -3 

Therefore , G A T E will be coded as H C W I. 

 

S16. Ans.(a) 

Sol. The code contains the letters of the word in the order- third, fourth, second, fifth, first and sixth. 

 

S17. Ans.(b) 

Sol. x:x – 119 

 

S18. Ans.(d) 

Sol. xm : ( x+1)m+1 

 

S19. Ans.(c) 

Sol. x2 : x3 

 

S20. Ans.(b)  

Sol. All except Eagle are scavengers 

 

S21. Ans.(b)  

Sol. This is a simple addition series with a random number, 9, interpolated as every other number. In the 

series, 7 is added to each number except 9, to arrive at the next number. 

 

S22. Ans.(c) 

Sol. In this addition series, first number is increased by 1.3 then ...1.2. then...1. finally...0.9 

 

S23. Ans.(a) 

Sol. This is a simple alternating subtraction series, which subtracts 3, then 5. 

 

S24. Ans.(d) 

Sol. There are three series to look for here. The first letters are alphabetical in reverse: w, v, u, t, s. The 

second letters are in alphabetical order, beginning with dThe number series is as follows: 5, 4, 6, 3, 7. 

 

S25. Ans.(b) 

Sol. yard is a larger measure than an inch (a yard contains 36 inches). A quart is a larger measure than an 

ounce (a quart contains 32 ounces). Gallon (choice a) is incorrect because it is larger than a quart. Choices 

c and d are incorrect because they are not units of measurement. 

 

S26. Ans.(a)  

Sol. An optimist is a person whose outlook is cheerful. A pessimist is a person whose outlook is gloomy. 

The answer is not choice b because a pessimist does not have to be mean. Choices c and d are incorrect 

because neither adjective describes the outlook of a pessimist. 
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S27. Ans.(d) 

Sol. A pen is a tool used by a poet. A needle is a tool used by a tailor. 

The answer is not choice a, b, or c because none is a person and 

therefore cannot complete the analogy 

 

S28. Ans.(b)  

Sol. A pedal propels a bicycle; an oar propels a canoe. 

 

S29. Ans.(c)  

Sol. To drizzle is to rain slowly; to jog is to run slowly. 

 

S30. Ans.(c)  

Sol. Obsession is a greater degree of interest; fantasy 
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